Skewb Egg

a.k.a. Golden Egg, Silver Egg, etc.

Designed by Tony Fisher, purchased from Meffert's, 2009.

(plastic with metallic finish, 4.25 inches high by 3 inches diameter;
left "Golden Egg", middle "Golden and Silver Egg", right "Silver Egg";
this puzzle was also made in gold+silver, copper, white, red, green, blue, and yellow)

Like the Golden Cube, uses a Skewb mechanism and has a shiny metallic finish, and in the same spirit as the Rubik 3x3x3 Mirror Block, pieces of the cube are distinguished by shape rather than color. In fact, the shiny surface combined with the egg shape make this puzzle almost like a fish eye lens when photographed (one can see the photographer and much of his kitchen in the photos above).